
developing a rubric for advocacy and sustainable 
use at your institution (or in your community) 
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• Keep the goals and culture of your organization close in mind 
• Who will be using Altmetric data? 
• What channels of attention are most important to those in your 

institution? 
• How does your organization currently define and reward impact? 
• What are your stakeholders’ expectations surrounding Altmetric data; 

and, what, if any, misconceptions might they have?

Exercise 1: each organization and community 
is unique



Tip 1:
Be collaborative and attentive, and 
keep the researcher at the center of 

altmetrics conversations.



FIND A SCHOLARLY PROFILE ON LINE THAT FEATURES ALTMETRIC 
DATA

Questions for the researcher:

• What audiences are they most interested in reaching?
• Where do they go to find out about important research?
• What sort of collaborations might be beneficial to their research?
• What do they view as measures of impact in their field? Is this citations? 

Lives saved? Discoveries made? Policies influence?
• What advice would you give them? 

Exercise 2: connecting back to the scholarly 
mission



Tip 2:
Prioritize	adaptive,	personalized	

relationship-building.



Develop separate communication strategies regarding altmetrics for two of 
the following audiences:

• Graduate student-level economics researcher
• Tenured faculty in teaching and publishing in climate science
• Vice Provost or similar administrator of mid-sized university
• Mid-career humanities scholar
• Open Access data paper journal editor
• Cancer funder research and development officer 

Exercise 3: tailoring your message and delivery



Brainstorm: Partnerships



BREAK
! 
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Public	Anthropology	Example









Track research that builds upon published data



Research & data publishing about almetrics



Tip 3:
Stay	positive	and	proactive.



• Pretend you are tasked with launching an altmetrics initiative at your 
organization. Craft a one-page Appendix that describes at least three 
unique applications of altmetrics, focusing on uses that engage with the 
research lifecycle prior to publication. 

• Select one of your ideas and develop an outline for implementation, 
engagement, and sustainability – include timelines, key stakeholders, 
communication approaches, etc. 

Exercise 4: think outside the box



How new technologies can improve and advance 
altmetrics and foster a more inclusive, globally 

representative scholarly ecosystem



The	vision
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Values-oriented 
evaluation/HuMetrics



Global	and	regional	social	networks



More/better sentiment analysis



Neural networks



What	future	do	you
envision	for	altmetrics?


